
PS3000N Malaysia 
CHIP CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Thank you for upgrading your scale with our data chip! 

 
NOTES: 
1) Please use the enclosed CHIP CHANGE CARRIER with NEW DATA CHIP to 

update your scale to the latest version. 
2) CAUTION: Do not remove the NEW DATA CHIP from the CHIP CHANGE 

CARRIER. 
3) Our warranty of your scale and new data chip is void if the replacement chip is 

forced inside the socket with incorrect orientation or if the replacement assembly is 
disassembled. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1) Unplug the scale and remove the DATA CHIP COVER on the underside of your 

PS3000N scale. 
 
2) Use the provided wooden stick to remove the OLD DATA CHIP.  Make sure to 

ONLY grip the chip but not the socket (holder) of the chip. 
 

 
 

3) Align the clear acrylic CHIP CHANGE CARRIER at the opening area so that the 
NEW DATA CHIP is over the chip socket (holder) of the scale. 

 
4) The narrow side of the CHIP CHANGE CARRIER must be at the SERIAL NUMBER 

side. 

5) When the NEW DATA CHIP is sitting smoothly on top of the SOCKET with each pin 
inside the corresponding hole, gently press NEW DATA CHIP with two thumbs (to 
ensure even insertion) until it totally separates from the CHIP CHANGE CARRIER 
and fits snugly into the SOCKET. 

 

Please take particular care in following these instructions as we cannot accept any 

responsibility for data chip damaged whilst being fitted in the socket. 
 

   
6) Remove the CHIP CHANGE CARRIER. 
7)  Replace the DATA CHIP LID. 
 

SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE CONDITIONS 

 
Please read this agreement carefully before using the program. By using the new XIAMEN ELANE data chip, you 
agree to abide by these terms and applicable copyright laws. If you do not agree, promptly notify the provider of the 

program and request a refund of the amount you paid. 
The program is owned by XIAMEN ELANE ELECTRONICS Co. Ltd. and is licensed to the purchaser of the program, 
not sold. 
XIAMEN ELANE grants the purchaser the nonexclusive license for the program. 
LICENSE: 
Under this license you may use the program on one unit PS3000N and may transfer all of your license rights to 
another party in case of sale or transfer of the complete unit of PS3000N scale. 
You may not: 

1.)  use, copy, merge, or transfer the program except as provided in this agreement 

2.)  reverse assemble, reverse compile, or otherwise translate the program 

3.)  sublicense, rent or lease the program 
 
Limitation of Liability: 
XIAMEN ELANE will not be liable for any lost profits, lost savings, incidental, special or indirect damages or other 

economic consequential damages during the use of the XIAMEN ELANE products. 


